BOOKS FOR SALE

Peterson's Guide Western Birds paper (special) tax inc $2.50$
Peterson's Guide Eastern Birds cloth (retail 7.95) 5.95$
Peterson's Guide Mexican Birds cloth (retail 10.95) 8.20$
Peterson's Guide Europe Birds cloth (retail 10.00) 7.50$
Peterson's Guide Texas Birds cloth (retail 8.95) 6.70$
Harrison's Guide Birds nests cloth (retail 8.95) 6.70$
Bond's Guide Birds West Indies' cloth (retail 8.95) 6.70$
All Houghton-Mifflin books 25% off plus tax & handling
Robbins' Guide birds of N. America cloth (retail 6.95) 5.20$
Robbins' Guide birds of N. America paper (retail 4.95) 3.70$
ABA's N. American Checklist 794 species paper lifelist 3.00
# prepaid + plus 5% tax & .40 handling tax & .25 handling

WRITE: Mr. Herman D'Entremont, P. O. Box 207, Newton Centre, MA 02159